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Abstract. Getting business stakeholders’ goals formulated clearly and project scope defined realistically 
increases the chance of success for any application development process. As a consequence, stakeholders 
at early project stages acquire as much as possible knowledge about the requirements, their risk estimates 
and their prioritization. Current industrial practice suggests that in most software projects this scope 
assessment is performed on the user’s functional requirements (FRs), while the non-functional 
requirements (NFRs) remain, by and large, ignored.  However, the increasing software complexity and 
competition in the software industry has highlighted the need to consider NFRs as an integral part of 
software modeling and development. This paper contributes towards harmonizing the need to build the 
functional behavior of a system with the need to model the associated NFRs while maintaining a scope 
management for NFRs. The paper presents a systematic and precisely defined model towards an early 
integration of NFRs within the requirements engineering (RE). Early experiences with the model indicate 
its ability to facilitate the process of acquiring the knowledge on the priority and risk of NFRs.

1. Introduction

In order to meet commitments in software projects, a realistic assessment must be made of project 
scope. Such an assessment relies on (i) availability of knowledge on the user-defined project 
requirements, (ii) their effort estimates, (iii) their priorities, (iv) as well as their risk. This 
knowledge enables analysts, managers and software engineers to identify the most significant 
requirements from the list of requirements initially defined by the user. For instance, a 
requirement deemed critical, but which takes a great deal of implementation effort and poses a 
high risk, may be a good candidate for immediate resourcing. 

In most software projects and industrial practices, this scope assessment is performed on 
the user’s functional requirements (FRs), while the non-functional requirements (NFRs) remain, 
by and large, ignored.  However, the increasing software complexity and competition in the 
software industry has highlighted the need to consider NFRs as an integral part of software 
modeling and development. Empirical reports  [1, 2, 3] consistently indicate that not  considering 
NFRs in the early phases of the software development process leads to project failures, or at least 
to considerable delays, and, consequently, to significant increases in the final cost.

The goal of this research contributes to the above discussion as it aims at integrating 
NFRs earlier in the software development. This paper presents a systematic and precisely defined 
model towards the integration of NFRs within the Requirements Engineering (RE) process. The 
model is designed to facilitate the acquisition of knowledge on NFRs and to enhance their scope 
management through proper assignment for their priority and risks.

Our proposed model is depicted in Figure 1. The model represents a process  composed 
of three phases: (i) Requirements Elicitation, (ii) Analysis and Crosscutting Realization and (iii) 
Composing Requirements. We use the term phase to describe a group of one or more activities 
within the model. The phase is a mean to categorize activities based on the general target they 
tend to achieve.



In this rest of this paper, we present related work in section 2, and then we describe each 
phase in a separate section (from 3 to 5). We conclude our work in section 6.

2. Related Work

The NFR framework [4] has been the first to propose the concept of softgoal to represent 
NFRs in the RE context. The NFR framework suggests that architects: (i) identify those NFRs 
that are vital to the system’s success as critical; and (ii) identify NFRs that deal with a significant 
portion of the organization’s workload as dominant. Missing from this approach, however, is (i) 
the impact that the stakeholders can have on the requirements elicitation process and (ii) the 
objective reasoning in the decision making process to select from different candidate 
operationalizations to satisfice NFRs. In [5], Cysneiros and Leite researched the process to elicit 
NFRs, analyzed their interdependencies, and traced them to functional conceptual models. They 
brought extensions of UML conceptual models which include a way to express NFRs.  The key 
claim the authors made was that augmenting conceptual models with representations of NFRs can 
improve the quality of the resulting conceptual models themselves. 

In [6], Robinson et al put in perspective the metrics-based Root Requirements Analysis 
(RRA) technique to confront the requirements interaction problem, which is how to discover, 
track and resolve conflicting interactions among NFRs. The authors define “a root requirement” 
as an abstract requirement that implies significant interactions—typically, conflicts. The RRA 
process is supposed to support (1) analysis of requirements interactions, and (2) ordering 
requirements by their degree of conflict. Having this information, the authors demonstrate how an 
architect can iteratively resolve conflicts in a large requirements document by applying four 

Figure 1: Proposed Model to integrate NFRs 
early in the RE.



steps: (1) structure the requirements, (2) identify root requirements, (3) identify central 
interactions, and (4) iteratively resolve conflicts. 

Last, related work on NFRs prioritization includes [7,8,9,10,11,12]. These sources 
suggest that the NFRs’ priority is to be assigned subjectively by stakeholders to reflect business 
criticality, importance to the customers or users, urgency, importance for the product architecture, 
or fit to release theme.

3. Requirements Elicitation Phase

The first phase in the proposed model is requirements elicitation. This phase aims to discover the 
requirements for the system. It is composed of four activities: identifying FRs, specifying FRs, 
identifying NFRs and specifying NFRs.

Identifying FRs: Functional requirements capture the intended usage of the system. This usage 
may be expressed as services, tasks or functions which the system is required to perform. A 
context diagram could be an excellent starting point for capturing the system’s boundaries, users 
and FRs. Identifying FRs is an activity that involves discussions with stakeholders, reviewing 
proposals, building prototypes and arranging requirements elicitation meetings.

Specifying FRs: In this activity, we further refine each usage of the system into a detailed 
functional behavior described as a use-case with textual description. Thus, each FR is mapped to 
one or more use-cases. The outcome is the completion of a use-case description for each use-case 
(Table 1). Table 1 is similar to the fully dressed format suggested by Larman in [13].

Identifying NFRs: NFRs that are relevant to the problem domain are captured in parallel to the 
identification of FRs. While elicitation of NFRs can be accomplished by a number of existing 
techniques, the most recognized technique is to use NFRs catalog [4] where each entry in the 
catalog is cross listed against the decision of whether it is applicable for the system or not.

Table 1. Template to Specify Use-Cases
Use Case No. Unique to the use-case.
Name The name of the use-case.
Priority Importance of the use-case.
Actors Primary and secondary actors.
Precondition Textual description of the 

condition that must be satisfied 
before the use-case is executed.

Main 
scenario

A single and complete sequence 
of steps describing an 
interaction between a user and a 
system.

Alternative 
scenario

Extensions or alternate courses 
of main scenario.

Postcondition Textual description of the 
condition that must be satisfied 
after the use case is executed.

Related Use 
Cases

Use-cases related to the current 
use- case.



Specifying NFRs: Since NFRs often invite many different interpretations from different people, 
they need to be clarified as much as possible through refinements in discussions with the 
stakeholders. The stakeholders represent NFRs explicitly as softgoals to be satisfied. We propose 
the adoption of a matrix (Table 2) that relates the identified and specified NFRs to the FRs and 
use-cases they affect. In an invoicing system example, where we have a “Search for Product” 
functionality that must be provided by the system to the customer in a secure way, security is 
identified as an NFR that is placed as a constraint on the FR (and eventually on the use-case) 
“Search”. Specifying the NFR “security” further, will decompose it down into three softgoals: 
confidentiality, availability and integrity. Depending on the requirements, we could be only 
concerned with availability as a constraint to be implied on “Search” functionality and thus the 
corresponding cell in the matrix is to be checked. In the case where an NFR would affect the 
system as a whole (e.g. portability), all entries in the corresponding column must be checked.

Table 2: Matrix to relate NFRs to FRs and use-
cases

NFR1 NFR2 … NFRn

NFR2-

1

NFR2-

2

FR1 Use-
Case1

√

Use-
Case2

√ √FR2

Use-
Case3

√

…
FRi Use-

Casem

While the notion of the softgoal to represent NFRs is dominant within the RE 
community, some NFRs are stated with quantitative terms which implies that the satisfaction for 
these NFRs has to be absolute and not relative. For example, Stakeholder may state a 
performance requirement as “The system shall respond within 3 seconds”. This situation calls for 
extending the taxonomy of the NFR framework so that it can identify those NFRs that need to be 
stated in terms of crisp indicators and the acceptable values. We discuss our proposed extension 
in the following subsection.

3.1 Hardgoal Notation 

Approaching the specification of NFRs through the NFR framework makes sense for stakeholder’ 
requirements when they describe the system qualities they want built in laymen’s terms, 
qualitatively citing specifications with accompanying verbal descriptions of how the functionality 
should be used [7]. However, for the satisfaction method to be performed on more concrete basis,
stakeholders may agree to identify the NFRs with crisp indicators with defined acceptable values 
for those indicators to be satisfied; for instance, a performance requirement may be specified as 
follows:  “The system shall be of a high performance as the response time should be within 3 
seconds.” This NFR describes a verifiable criterion (through the acceptable value of 3 seconds) 
for testing the system’s response time quality. The NFR framework treats all NFRs as softgoals, 
but, as NFRs tend to be identified with crisp indicators, they are no longer soft and thus they 
should be modeled as “hardgoals”. This is an omission from the NFR framework. Furthermore, 
there is a tight connection between the uses of the NFR’s crisp indicators on the one hand, and the 



quality of the process of acquiring knowledge on effort estimates, priority and risk on the other 
[14]. Having NFRs concretely defined in terms of the indicators leads to a more realistic 
assessment. Having performed the assessment, project decision-makers may then call for a 
revision of the crisp indicators to adjust the acceptable values. For example, if response time is a 
high priority for the system, then the acceptable value for the response time may need to be 
adjusted.

In response to this need, we propose an extension of the NFR framework, and its softgoal 
notation. Hardgoal is depicted with a star notation as shown in Figure 2. The graph in Figure 2 
shows a performance softgoal with the new condition on response time and the imposed 
architecture constraint. NFR hardgoals are named using Type[Topic1, Topic2,…]{Condition1, 
Condition2,…} nomenclature. In our extension of the NFR framework’s earlier notation, 
Condition indicates a relation to the acceptable values to verify the satisfaction level on NFR 
achievement. 

One of the usages of hardgoals is to cope with the need to making it explicit the 
availability of knowledge on the user-defined requirements. For NFRs to be verifiablewhen the 
software is deployed, they have to be clearly defined in terms of crisp indicators. We term these 
clearly defined NFRs hardgoals. Defining the NFR as a softgoal could serve as an initial step 
towards our understanding for the required NFRs for the system, but eventually the softgoal are to 
be defined further and thus be presented as a hardgoal.

                              Figure 2: Employing the hardgoal notation in the NFR framework.

3.2 Priority

For design staff to be able to focus their effort on the most important NFRs, stakeholders should 
provide at the beginning of the RE process, their input on those NFR which are critical and, thus, 
are needed to proceed with its implementation first. The prioritization decisions can also be 
biased for some social, political or technical reasons. The NFR framework [4] suggests that 
architects: (i) identify those NFRs that are vital to the system’s success as critical; and (ii) 
identify NFRs that deal with a significant portion of the organization’s workload as dominant. In 
the framework, NFRs with high priority are identified by an exclamation point (!).  The NFR 
framework deals with prioritization on qualitative basis. It is very important to notice that this 
initial prioritization should be done without too much influence from the developers involved in 
the downstream project activities; otherwise, the level of difficulty in implementing the goals will 
influence stakeholder priorities. The developers’ input is accounted for in the execution-priority.
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4. Analysis and Crosscutting Realization

Software requirements analysis is a critical phase of the software development process, as errors 
at this stage inevitably lead to later problems in the system design and implementation. In our 
model, the analysis phase is composed of two activities: OO Analysis and Crosscutting 
realization.

OO Analysis: The objective of the OO analysis activity is to understand the textual descriptions 
(requirements) that have been inducted in previous activities and to abstract the software under 
development into an OO analysis model. Analysis modeling is the formal or semi-formal 
presentation of the specification, through which the knowledge and information included in the 
textual description of the requirements are transmitted to the elements of the OO analysis model. 
The appropriate elements for OO analysis modeling are: use-case model diagrams, System 
Sequence Diagrams (SSDs), domain model diagrams, activity diagrams and state charts. In this 
discussion, we choose to focus on the first three diagram types to present the static and dynamic 
visions of the system. A domain model represents the static view and it illustrates meaningful (to 
other modelers) conceptual classes in a problem domain; it is the most important artifact to create 
during the OO analysis [13].

On other hand, at this activity, we model each sequence of events that are mapped from 
successful scenarios through an SSD. An SSD treats a system as a black box, placing emphasis on 
events that cross the system boundary from actors to the system and vice versa. The set of all 
required system operations within a SSD is determined by identifying the system events.

Crosscutting Realization: To identify the crosscutting nature of certain use-cases we need to 
take into consideration the information contained in Related Use Cases row in Table 1. If a use-
case is included as a related use-case in several use-cases, then it is crosscutting.

On the other hand, the identified NFRs are classified as crosscuttings as they are 
considered as global properties of the system and they always crosscut at different spots of it. In 
this phase, crosscutting requirements are not modeled. They are only identified. These 
requirements will be modeled at the integration activity during composing requirements phase.

5. Composing Requirements

The goal of the phase of composing requirements is to integrate identified crosscuttings (both 
functional and nonfunctional) with the use-case model and the domain model. This is achieved in 
a series of four activities: (1) identifying the interaction points at which crosscutting requirements 
affect the system, (2) identifying possible conflicts among requirements at each interaction point, 
(3) resolving conflicts, and (4) integrating requirements.

Identifying Interaction Points: Based on requirements crosscuttings, we can identify interaction 
points in the system where crosscuttings will manifest themselves. We start by defining the set of 
requirements R = {FR}U{NFR}, and the set of crosscuttings C = {Crosscutting requirements 
(CCRs)}  R. We also define a function A which maps R to sets of CCRs as A: R(C), where 
P states for “Powerset”. The function A tracks those requirements that transverse several other 
requirements captured by this level of the development cycle.



Let r  R, c  C. We define A as: A(r) =, if there are no crosscutting requirements at r, 
and A(r) = c, otherwise. The set of Interaction Points I is defined as: I = R – {r | A (r) =}. 

Defining Conflicts: Hardly any requirements manifest in isolation, and normally the provision of 
one NFR may affect the level of provision of another. We refer to this mutual dependency as non-
orthogonality. We propose a function M to map each pair of of the identified cross cutting 
requirements (CCRs) to values “+”, “-” or “”. M: {(CCRi, CCRj)}  {“+”, “-“, “”}. The rules for 
assigning the signs to the pairs of NFRs are as follows:

1. The value “-” is assigned to a pair of CCRs originating from the set of CCRs that contribute 
negatively at the same functionality. This means that one NFR in the pair has a negative (damage) 
effect on the other at the same functionality. The assignment is based on the experts’ judgment of 
the developers. This is a case of a conflict between CCRs.

2. The value “+” is assigned to a pair of CCRs originating from the set of CCRs that contribute 
positively if they meet at the same functionality. This means that one CCR in the pair has a 
positive (constructive) effect on the other. The assignment is based on the experts’ judgment of 
the developers.

3. The value “” is assigned to a pair of CCRs among the ones in the set of CCRs that do not 
interact. This assignment is based on the experts’ judgment of the developers.

Resolving Conflicts: For each interaction point Pi  I we analyze the set c = A(Pi), and study the 
contribution among its elements. We are essentially interested in those elements (requirements) 
that have a mutual negative interaction. We manage conflict resolution by assigning priorities of 
execution of the crosscuttings by mapping A(Pi) to a sequence Cseq, where Pi  I . An element in 
the sequence is either a crosscutting or a set of crosscuttings. The set notation within Cseq

indicates that the elements within “{ }” are free to execute in any order relative to this position in 
the sequence, as there is no negative contribution identified. The process of mapping is guided by 
the expert’s opinion. In the invoicing system example, we could have A (Place Order) = 
{Availability Confidentiality, Response Time, Process Payment}. But since Confidentiality and 
Availability have a mutual negative interaction between each other, we have to map the set to a 
sequence with an assigned order of execution. The result could be similar to [Confidentiality, 
Availability, {Response Time, Process Payment}].  The set element indicated that Response Time 
and Place Payment are free to execute in any order after Confidentiality and Availability.

On other hand, we observe that the approach of attributing a weight of significance to 
NFRs in order to identify dominance is not always applicable. In complex systems (such as 
concurrent systems) two or more NFRs may affect the same functionality with changing priorities 
with respect to the execution of the behavior of some component (e.g. method body), so assigning 
a hard-coded prioritization will not follow the correct semantics. For example, we may have a 
case with synchronization “sync” and scheduling “sched” whereby <sync, sched> method 
body<sched, sync> [15]. If authentication is introduced in the system, then priorities also change: 
<authentication, sync, sched>method-body<sched, sync, authentication>.  

In addition, this approach of conflict resolution requires a major involvement of 
stakeholders. This makes it costly and dependent on stakeholder’s availability. Moreover, in 
contrast to developers, business stakeholders are not interested in such system concerns and they 
may not have the necessary expertise to feel comfortable to get involved in these matters. They 



would merely want their requirements implemented. These issues will be investigated further in 
the future research work.

Integration: In the integration activity, we compose and model all requirements based on the 
collected information from previous activities. Currently, there are many proposals in the 
literature on integrating the NFRs with UML [16, 17, and 18]. In our model, we extend the 
standard UML use-case diagram with a new stereotype <<CCR>> to abstract the crosscuttings 
integrated into the model, and use the <<include>> relation stereotype to indicate which use-
cases are crosscut by the crosscuttings (see Figure 3). We extend domain model to include all 
NFRs that have been elicited earlier. 

The knowledge required for creating the extended use-case model is extracted from output of 
function A against each defined requirement. In Figure 3, 
use-case1, use-case2  I and 
Cross_Cutting_Requirement_1  (A(use-case1) ∩ A(use-case2)) . 

Figure 3: Integrated Use-Case model

5.1 Risk

Software industry has recognized risk management as a best practice for reducing the surprise 
factors in software projects. Risk management is about how to act early before a concern evolves 
into a major crisis. 

In this section, we propose a quantitative risk assessment based on NFRs mutual 
dependency to identify potential risk in dealing with conflicting NFRs. We state that the negative 
interaction at run-time poses a risk to be considered. This is the case when two or more NFRs 
affect the same functionality and they interact in a negative way among each other during 
execution time. This happens mainly because the effort required for the integration process would 
highly depend on the level of interdependency between the NFRs, and, more specifically, on the 
defined conflicts among them. To objectively assess NFR conflicts, we propose to use the local 
conflict measure [19].  It reports on the level of conflict LLC (Local Level of Conflict) for each 
piece of functionality based on the list of NFRs that interact at this functionality:

LLC(f) = {(NFRk,NFRl)NFRk,NFRl  NFRsat_f       M(NFRk,NFRl) =  ”−”}/n



In this formula, n is the cardinality of the set of all pairs of NFRs at functionality f (the 
order is ignored to avoid duplications). We can relate complexity of an arbitrary functionality to 
other functionalities complexities in the system using the following formula:

Complexity (f) = {(NFRk,NFRl)  NFRk,NFRl  NFRs at f    M(NFRk,NFRl) = ” − ”}/
∑n

j=1 {(NFRk,NFRl)  NFRq,NFRr   {NFRj}   M(NFRq,NFRr) =” − ”} 

The proposed measurements help in obtaining quantitative data that are supposed to 
direct the effort towards better design strategies and decisions. For example, high complexity 
values identify those pieces of functionality that  pose more risk to the project; these pieces can 
be closely reexamined by architects to see which combinations of possible architectural options 
provide the best match; consequently, project managers may decide that more human resources, 
time or money needs to be dedicated to developing those pieces of functionality. 

The collected quantitative data on NFRs provides the bases on which  the stakeholders 
can plan for actions on how to minimize the likelihood or impact of these potential problems. 
Like the risk management due to FRs, NFR risk assessment makes it possible to focus on 
controlling the most serious risks first, thereby achieving better scope management of the 
requirements.

6. Conclusion

Existing approaches to handle NFRs come short when characterizing and quantifying hardgoal 
NFRs. These approaches adequately address primarily the softgoal NFR.  They also lack 
quantitative support for objective analysis and decision making. We propose a solution to these 
issues and elaborate an extension to the NFR framework to allow modeling and analysis of 
hardgoal NFRs. In this paper, we also discussed a sequence of systematic activities towards an 
early consideration of identifying, specifying and separating FRs and NFRs. We provided a 
discussion on NFRs prioritization and risk assessment during the RE. For the purpose of 
achieving a concrete realization of the model, we intend to formalize the specification of the 
model’s semantics.. Our future work will introduce a new formal language with an ontology 
designed to represent the primitive concepts that will be adequate for describing the model.
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